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Abstract

This work focuses on the design and development of a new canard fixed-wing vertical take-off and
landing (VTOL) unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to be used by the Canadian Air Force to conduct
Magnetic Anomaly Detection (MAD) operations. An optimized configuration for cruise is obtained
for the aircraft. Suitable wing and canard airfoils, shape and dimensions of the lifting surfaces,
fuselage, vertical fins, control surfaces are optimized in order to provide the most adequate magnetic
interference reduction, functionality, aerodynamics, stability and control characteristics to the aircraft.
The definition and implementation of the VTOL architecture is also performed, bearing in mind
magnetic interference, power consumption, aerodynamic, structural, vibration and control issues. The
best location for the VTOL motors is determined and the transition mode of the aircraft is studied.
The designed aircraft, which carries the MAD-XR sensor in its nose in order to reduce the magnetic
interference, presents a fine aerodynamic performance at cruise speed, as well as good longitudinal
and lateral stability characteristics. The location of the VTOL motors respects the required minimum
distances from the MAD-XR sensor, while also meaning a suitable power consumption. The drag
due to the presence of the VTOL architecture is estimated. Although the current design fully fulfils
the goals established for this work, solutions for possible improvements in future design versions of
the aircraft are presented. These solutions are meant to increase aerodynamic efficiency, reduce fuel
consumption, increase maximum forward speed and reduce propulsive system mass.
Keywords: Aircraft Preliminary Design, Aerodynamic Optimization, Vertical Take-off and Landing
(VTOL), Flight Mode Transition

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation

This aircraft will look for submarines with the help
of a Magnetic Anomaly Detection sensor carried as
payload in its nose. The magnetic noise generated
by the inboard components of the aircraft cannot
exceed tolerable values (defined by the Canadian
Air Force) in the MAD sensor.

Most of this aircraft’s mission time is spent in
cruise, thus a design with optimum aerodynamic,
static and dynamic stability characteristics in cruise
is of utmost importance.

This aircraft is also VTOL-capable, hence having
the advantages of traditional fixed-wing configura-
tions, but also the capability of taking-off and land-
ing in small areas, such as a ship’s helipad. An ideal
location for the VTOL motors should be defined.

The propulsive system of this aircraft is com-
prised of 4 electric motors and 1 pusher fuel engine.
During VTOL, the aircraft is solely powered by the
electric motors, while in cruise, the aircraft is solely
powered by the pusher engine. During transition

between VTOL and fixed-wing stages, the electric
motors and the piston engine operate together. To
understand how the aircraft performs the transi-
tion, the evolution of forces and powers should be
studied.

1.2. Background

An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is the name
given to any aircraft that flies without a human pi-
lot onboard during its operations. UAV are used in
several civil and military applications. Within the
civil applications, one can highlight package deliv-
ery, agriculture, mining and aerial shooting. Within
the military applications, one can highlight espi-
onage, enemy detection and warfare.

UAV are also increasingly being used to detect
enemy ships, namely submarines. The use of drone
technology together with magnetic anomaly detec-
tion (MAD) sensors, which are devices that measure
magnetic flux density, gives support to this type of
missions. In figure 1, a list of UAV performing anti-
submarine warfare (ASW) operations is presented.
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Figure 1: Top left: Brican TD 100; Top right:
Height Technologies PD-1 UAV; Bottom left:
HAASW UTAS; Bottom right: MQ-8 Fire Scout

Brican TD 100
TD 100 is a high performance, fixed wing un-

manned air vehicle developed by Brican Automated
Systems of Brampton, Ontario, Canada [1].

The aircraft has been fitted with two Magnetic
Anomaly Detection Systems: the Geometrics from
the US and the 1.5 kg (MAD-XR) magnetometer
manufactured by CAE in Montreal [1].

In the spring of 2015, the Department of National
Defence tested the aircraft’s utility for coastal de-
fense and detecting submarines [1].
Height Technologies PD-1 UAV
PD-1 UAV is a multipurpose fixed-wing UAV

with a wide range of payloads to fit any mission.
Developed by the Dutch company Height Technolo-
gies, it is a combat-proven solution that has been
officially on service in Ukrainian Armed Forces since
2016 and previously tested for 2 years [2].

PD-1 UAV is used in many civil and military
tasks. Among civil tasks, one can point aerial
shooting and agriculture. Among military tasks,
one can point advanced sea motion detection and
border control. Furthermore, since PD-1 UAV is a
small drone with low radar and magnetic signature
and, hard to detect, it is also used to carry sensitive
payload, such as a magnetometer [2].
HAASW UTAS
In January 14, 2015, an article [3] revealed that

anti-submarine warfare experts at BAE Systems
were developing a UAV sensor payload able to look
for submerged enemy submarines by detecting small
variations in the Earth’s magnetic field. The goal
of this drone would be to help US Navy P-8A find
submarines from high altitudes.
MQ-8 Fire Scout
MQ-8 Fire Scout is an Unmanned Autonomous

Helicopter (UAH) developed by Northrop Grum-
man - USA in 2009 [4].

This UAV is used for several types of payload,
according to its mission. It can carry a MAD sen-
sor and be used to detect surface submarines (with
limited capability), however its main application is
carrying weapons [4].

2. Aircraft Design Methodology
2.1. Aircraft Design Procedure

Designing an aircraft is a cumbersome task and an
iterative step-by-step process is followed so as to
fully optimize and understand the characteristics of
the aircraft. A flowchart with all the design steps
followed is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Steps followed during the aircraft design

The design starts with obtaining a first configu-
ration for the aircraft. A wing and a canard are de-
signed to provide a good aerodynamic performance.
The fuselage is designed to be able to carry all the
internal components, while being aerodynamically
efficient as well. The location of the lifting surfaces
with respect to the fuselage should provide the air-
craft with adequate longitudinal stability character-
istics. The desired lateral stability characteristics
guide the sizing of the vertical fins.

After obtaining a suitable first design for the air-
craft, CFD parametric studies are carried out in
order to enhance the geometry of the aircraft.

The control surfaces are sized. Pitch control is
achieved with the variation of canard incidence, so
the only control surfaces are ailerons and rudders.

Having designed the wing, canard, fuselage, ver-
tical fins and control surfaces, a preliminary aircraft
configuration (optimized for cruise, no VTOL archi-
tecture included) is thus obtained.

After obtaining this preliminary configuration,
important studies regarding the VTOL architecture
are conducted. The most adequate location for the
VTOL motors is defined based on magnetic interfer-
ence, power consumption, aerodynamic, structural,
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vibration and control requirements.

The aircraft’s performance in transition is also
studied by looking at the evolution of forces (thrust
and lift) and power consumption (VTOL motors
and pusher engine) during this stage.

With the VTOL architecture defined and incor-
porated, a final configuration is obtained for the air-
craft. Aerodynamic efficiency, static and dynamic
stability analysis of the aircraft are performed. The
feasibility and advantages of possible improvements
to the current aircraft design are determined.

2.2. Geometry Optimization Problem

To have a first estimate of the most suitable aircraft
configuration, a geometry optimization code is de-
veloped in MATLAB. The code determines the wing
and canard geometries, as well as the location of
the lifting surfaces with respect to the fuselage that
minimize the ideal power consumption and, achieve
a good aerodynamic performance and stability in
cruise conditions.

For a certain forward speed V , the optimization
statement is as follows:

min
x

Tp(x) · V (1a)

subject to

Lw(x) + Lc(x)−W = 0 (1b)

Tp(x)−Dw(x)−Dc(x)−Dfus(x) = 0 (1c)

Macw(x) +Macc(x) + xc · Lc(x)− xw · Lw(x) = 0
(1d)

9.8 ≤ xw · aw · Sw(x)− xc · ac · Sc(x)

c̄w(x) · (aw · Sw(x) + ac · Sc(x))
· 100 ≤ 10.2

(1e)

Vstall ≤ 20 (1f)

|α| ≤ 10 (1g)

|α+ ic| ≤ 10 (1h)

0.75 ≤ Lw(x)

Lw(x) + Lc(x)
≤ 0.8 (1i)

bw ≤ 4 (1j)

x = [α, ic, bw, cw(y), θw(y), bc, cc(y), θc(y), xw,
xc, αstall, icstall, Vstall] is the set of design variables.

The MATLAB code uses the fmincon function to
find the aircraft geometry, angle of attack α and
canard incidence angle ic that minimize the ideal
power consumed by the aircraft for a certain for-
ward velocity (equation 1a). The constraints are the
equilibrium equations (equations 1b - 1d), a static
margin in cruise around 10% (equation 1e, where
only the wing and canard effects are considered), a
maximum stall speed of 20 m/s (equation 1f) and,

a maximum angle of attack for both the wing and
canard limited to 10◦ (equations 1g and 1h). A ra-
tio of 75% - 80% between wing lift and aircraft lift
in cruise is also intended (equation 1i) and, due to
space constraints in a ship, the maximum accept-
able wingspan is 4 m (equation 1j).

The aerodynamic properties of the wing and ca-
nard airfoils are obtained with XFOIL. The code
estimates the aerodynamic behaviour of the lifting
surfaces through the Lifting Line Theory. The fuse-
lage aerodynamic drag evolution with α is obtained
with CFD and used in the code.

The obtention of the most suitable aircraft ge-
ometry is an iterative process which not only con-
siders aerodynamic issues, but also magnetic signa-
ture, structural, vibration and control constraints.

2.3. Vertical Fins
In [5], the design method to obtain some first di-
mensions for the vertical fins can be found. In par-
ticular, the minimum area of the vertical fins that
guarantees enough yaw stability in the aircraft, i.e.
CNβ ≥ 0.001/◦ = 0.0571/rad can be computed.

2.4. CFD Parametric Studies: Longitudinal and
Lateral Stability

As for the longitudinal stability, CFD is used to
evaluate the possible need to improve the pitch sta-
bility. This can be achieved by moving the canard
backwards, moving the wing backwards and/or by
moving the intended CG forward.

As for the lateral stability, CFD is used to evalu-
ate the possible need to improve the yaw stability.
This can be achieved by increasing the area of the
fins, increasing the distance between the CG and
the aerodynamic center of the fins and/or by adding
a third vertical fin. Roll stability is also evaluated
with CFD, in particular if wing dihedral is required.

2.5. Control Surfaces Sizing
In [6], the design method to obtain the dimensions
of the ailerons and rudders can be found.

2.6. VTOL Architecture Incorporation
When selecting the most suitable location for the
VTOL motors, magnetic interference, power con-
sumption, aerodynamic, structural, vibration and
control issues are considered.

First of all, it is strictly mandatory to guarantee
that all the VTOL motors are placed at a distance
of at least 1.35 m from the MAD-XR sensor, as
required by the Canadian Air Force.

Minimizing the power consumption during
VTOL stages implies smaller, lighter electric mo-
tors and batteries, which is beneficial in terms of
aircraft weight reduction. Regarding the power cal-
culations, Linear Momentum Theory is used.

The booms that connect the VTOL motors and
the structure of the aircraft imply drag penalties.
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Minimizing these drag penalties is important to
have a more aerodynamically efficient configuration.

The vibration of the electric motors is also a prob-
lem. Stiffening the aircraft structure is required.

A minimum thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.5 should
be used to guarantee the control and manoeuvra-
bility of the aircraft.

2.7. Transition: Power Studies
According to [7], the aircraft sizing for the transi-
tion mode is based on modifying the sizing equa-
tions in rotorcraft mode rather than modifying the
sizing equations in fixed-wing mode, since it pro-
vides more accurate calculations of the required
power. The power equations follow from the Linear
Momentum Theory and can also be found in [7].

The transition of the aircraft must respect the 3
equilibrium equations (horizontal translation, ver-
tical translation and pitch moment) and the VTOL
electric motors should only be switched off once the
stall speed of the aircraft is surpassed.

For different forward velocities during transition,
it is possible to estimate the aircraft angle of attack
α and the canard angle of incidence ic that guar-
antee a trim condition, as well as the thrust of the
electric motors, the pusher engine thrust, the lift of
the aircraft and, the power consumed by the elec-
tric motors and by the pusher engine in quasi-static
conditions.

2.8. Aircraft Performance Analysis
After obtaining a final configuration for the aircraft,
already optimized for cruise and with the VTOL ar-
chitecture incorporated, a final aerodynamic, static
and dynamic stability analysis is performed. As
for the dynamic stability analysis, the eigenvalues
of the aircraft are computed for different velocities
using the equations from [8].

The feasibility and advantages of possible im-
provements to the current design are presented.

3. Aircraft Design - Implementation and Re-
sults

3.1. Wing and Canard Airfoils
The airfoils of the wing and the canard must respect
the following conditions:
• Lift-to-drag L/D maximization
• The canard must stall before the wing so as

to avoid irrecoverable aircraft pitch-up moment
[9].
• Stall proofing requires the canard stall angle to

be smaller than the wing stall angle. One way
to accomplish so is to have the canard airfoil
more cambered than the wing airfoil [9]

The wing has a R̄e = 8.33333 × 105 and the
canard has a R̄e = 4.28571×105. Figure 3 provides
comparisons between the aerodynamic characteris-
tics of different airfoils from the NACA family.

Figure 3: Left image: Wing airfoil comparison at
R̄e = 8.33333 × 105. Right image: Canard airfoil
comparison at R̄e = 4.28571× 105

As for the canard, the airfoil that maximizes L/D
for angle of attack values in cruise conditions is the
NACA 4412 and it is therefore selected.

As for the wing, due to stall requirements, its
airfoil must be less cambered than canard airfoil,
so NACA 4412 and 4415 airfoils are ruled out of se-
lection. From the remaining airfoils, NACA 2412 is
the one that maximizes L/D for angle of attack val-
ues in cruise conditions and it is therefore selected.

3.2. Wing Design
The wing has a span bw of 3.67 m and a mean chord
c̄w of 0.35 m. The chord distribution generates the
wing shape shown in figure 4. As for the twist dis-
tribution, the root has a higher angle of incidence
than the tip, making the airplane more stable and
more resistant to entering a spin. A higher root inci-
dence also assures some aileron effectiveness during
stall, giving a greater control of the aircraft.

Figure 4: Wing geometry

The aerodynamic characteristics of the wing
obtained with the Lifting Line Theory (LLT),
Panel Method and Navier-Stokes numerical solution
(CFD) are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Comparison between results from Lifting
Line Theory, Panel Method and CFD analysis

As for the lift coefficient, very similar results are
estimated by the 3 theories. As for the drag co-
efficient, some discrepancies exist between the re-
sults estimated by the 3 theories, likely due to the
drag models used to assess the friction drag and the
boundary layer effect.
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3.3. Canard Design
The canard is rectangular and untwisted. It has a
span bc of 1.71 m and a chord cc of 0.18 m.

Figure 6: Canard geometry

The aerodynamic characteristics of the canard
obtained with the Lifting Line Theory (LLT),
Panel Method and Navier-Stokes numerical solution
(CFD) are shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Comparison between results from Lifting
Line Theory, Panel Method and CFD analysis

The canard results show similar behaviour as for
the wing.

From figures 5 and 7, LLT and CFD estimate
close values for the lift properties, however LLT un-
derestimates the total drag of the lifting surfaces.

In the algorithm used for the aircraft preliminary
design, the aerodynamic properties of the lifting
surfaces are estimated with LLT instead of CFD.
Although less accurate, LLT provides analytical
equations and avoids the need of developing CAD
models and running CFD simulations for different
geometries of the lifting surfaces, reducing signif-
icantly the workload and time of the process. A
more detailed analysis is performed with CFD later.

3.4. Fuselage Design

Figure 8: Longitudinal view of the fuselage with the
MAD-XR sensor included

Figure 9: Cross-section view of the fuselage with
the MAD-XR sensor included

The fuselage is 3 m long and has a maximum di-
ameter of 0.24 m. A length of 3 m guarantees that
the distance between pusher engine and MAD-XR
sensor is in accordance with the minimum distance
requirements (magnetic interference) defined by the
Canadian Air Force.

The drag of the fuselage as function of the angle
of attack is plotted in figure 10.

Figure 10: Drag coefficient vs angle of attack

3.5. Vertical Fins Design
A study is conducted to analyse how wing sweep in-
fluences the dimensions of the vertical fins to obtain
CNβ = 0.0571/rad and the wing aerodynamics. 3
wing configurations are considered: the wing of fig-
ure 4, a wing with 0◦ leading edge (LE) sweep and
a wing with 0◦ trailing edge (TE) sweep.

From [6], the dimension of the vertical fins neces-
sary to obtain CNβ = 0.0571/rad for the 3 different
wing geometries are compared in table 1.

Wing geometry Area (m2) Height (m)
0◦ LE sweep 0.0968 0.6955

Wing of figure 4 0.0794 0.5704
0◦ TE sweep 0.0673 0.4835

Table 1: Vertical fins dimensions vs wing sweep

The wing with 0◦ TE sweep yields the smallest
values for the size of the fins. With this wing config-
uration, the distance between the aircraft CG and
the aerodynamic center of the fins is bigger, mean-
ing less force to be generated to obtain the same yaw
moment. A smaller force means a smaller size for
the fins, which is structurally beneficial. Further-
more, having 0◦ TE sweep does not affect signifi-
cantly the wing aerodynamic performance. Thus, a
wing with 0◦ TE sweep is used in this aircraft.

3.6. Optimization Algorithm - Configuration Selec-
tion

3 possible aircraft configurations were obtained, re-
spectively optimized for the forward speeds of 30
m/s, 35 m/s and 40 m/s.

In table 2, dimensions of the 3 optimized config-
urations are presented. In figures 11 and 12, plots
obtained from the optimization algorithm are pre-
sented. The thrust and ideal power required are
represented in figure 11. The lift-to-drag ratio of
the aircraft is represented in figure 12.
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Parameter 30 m/s 35 m/s 40 m/s
bw 4 m 3.67 m 3.3 m
c̄w 0.37 m 0.35 m 0.34 m
bc 1.84 m 1.71 m 1.58 m
cc 0.19 m 0.18 m 0.17 m

Table 2: Wingspan, wing mean chord, canard span
and canard chord of the 3 optimized configurations

Figure 11: Thrust and ideal power required for the
3 optimized configurations

Figure 12: Lift-to-drag ratio of the aircraft for the
3 optimized configurations

Configuration 2 (optimized for a cruise speed of
35 m/s) is selected for the aircraft. Among the 3
configurations, configuration 2 is deemed to present
the best balance between aerodynamic efficiency,
robustness to wind gusts at sea environment and
space constraints. Configuration 2 presents a bet-
ter aerodynamic performance at the speed it was
optimized for when compared to configuration 3,
being also more robust to wind gusts and having a
smaller wingspan than configuration 1.

The wing, canard, fuselage and vertical fins char-
acteristics can be found in subsections 3.1 - 3.5.

The aircraft has a lift-to-drag of 17.95 and a static
margin of 10.01%. The intended CG longitudinal
position is 2.095 m. The stall speed is 18 m/s.

3.7. Aircraft Design Improvement using CFD
As for the longitudinal static stability, the prelim-
inary methods yielded a CMα < 0 for the air-
craft. However, with a more complete CFD anal-
ysis, CMα > 0, meaning that the aircraft is not

actually longitudinally stable. To solve this prob-
lem, the wing is moved 9.24 cm backwards and a
good static margin is ensured for the aircraft.

As for the lateral static stability, the preliminary
methods yielded a CNβ > 0.0571/rad for the air-
craft. However, with a more complete CFD analy-
sis, CNβ < 0.0571/rad, meaning that the aircraft is
not actually enough laterally stable. To solve this
problem, the height of the fins is increased to 0.6 m
and a fin angle of 10◦ is also used to ensure good yaw
stability. No wing dihedral is incorporated, since
the roll stability is already quite acceptable.

A high wing/high canard configuration is deemed
to be the most appropriate. A high wing is selected,
since a MAD mission is better performed with a
more stable aircraft configuration. A high canard
(with canard and wing at the same level) is selected
mainly due to the fact that it is much easier to
fit the VTOL architecture and tackle all the struc-
tural and vibration issues regarding it. Further-
more, aerodynamic and stability aspects are also
found to be acceptable with a high canard.

3.8. Aircraft Configuration (Optimized for Cruise,
no VTOL Architecture Included)

The CAD model with the aircraft configuration op-
timized for cruise, but without VTOL architecture
included yet, is shown in figure 13.

Figure 13: CAD model of the aircraft optimized for
cruise, but without VTOL architecture included yet

A better assessment of the aircraft performance
is obtained from the CFD results.

The lift-to-drag ratio and trimmed drag polar are
represented in figure 14. The thrust and ideal power
required are represented in figure 15.

Figure 14: Lift-to-drag ratio for different forward
velocities and trimmed drag polar
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Figure 15: Thrust and ideal power for different for-
ward velocities

The preliminary and CFD approaches yield simi-
lar results for the aircraft angle of attack required to
guarantee trim condition. As for the lift-to-drag ra-
tio L/D at the cruise speed of 35 m/s, the value es-
timated with the CFD approach is ' 15.5% smaller
than the value estimated with the preliminary ap-
proach. The lift coefficient CL estimated with both
approaches is the same, however there is a ' 15.5%
increase in the drag coefficient CD estimated with
the CFD approach.

Overall, the aircraft has a lift-to-drag ratio of
15.54 and a static margin of ' 10%. The estimated
ideal power required at cruise condition is 773.2 W.

3.9. Design of Control Surfaces

Parameter Value
Inboard position bai/bw 0.650

Outboard position bao/bw 0.860
Span ba/bw 0.210

Chord ca/c̄w 0.251
Area Sa/Sw 0.053

Table 3: Ratios between the dimensions of the
ailerons and the dimensions of the wing

Parameter Value
Inboard position bri/bV 0.100

Outboard position bro/bV 0.900
Span br/bV 0.800

Chord cr/cV 0.539
Area Sr/SV 0.431

Table 4: Ratios between the dimensions of the rud-
ders and the dimensions of the vertical fins

3.10. Vertical Take-off and Landing Architecture:
Power Calculations

For an axial climb of 2 m/s, total power P is plot-
ted for different positions and radius of the VTOL
motors in figure 16. xF is the distance between
aircraft CG and front rotors, xR is the distance be-
tween aircraft CG and rear rotors, RF is the front
rotor radius and RR is the rear rotor radius.

Figure 16: Total power P for different positions and
radius of the VTOL motors

The minimum total power consumption occurs
when RF ' 0.4, RR ' 0.5 and xR

xR+xF
= 0.39 or

when RF ' 0.5, RR ' 0.4 and xR

xR+xF
= 0.61.

Figure 17 shows the total power increase when
the rotors are at a certain position compared to
when the rotors are at the positions of minimum
theoretical total power consumption.

Figure 17: Total power increase for different posi-
tions of the front and rear rotors

The differences between having the rotors at the
positions of minimum theoretical total power con-
sumption and having the rotors in other positions
are limited to a maximum increase of 12.83%. Fur-
thermore, for 0.2 < xR

xR+xF
< 0.8, the power in-

crease is limited to a maximum value of just 4.51%.

3.11. Transition
The evolution of all the forces, as a function of the
speed during transition, is provided in figure 18.

Figure 18: Evolution of forces during the aircraft’s
transition mode

The evolution of all the powers, as a function of
the speed during transition, is provided in figure 19.
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Figure 19: Evolution of powers during the aircraft’s
transition mode

At very low speeds, the thrust of the VTOL ro-
tors is dominant, since the generated lift is still very
small. As the speed during transition increases,
the lifting surfaces are capable of generating more
lift, meaning that less thrust is gradually required
from the VTOL rotors; meanwhile, to propel the
aircraft forward, the pusher engine also has more
and more influence on the behaviour of the aircraft.
For speeds higher than the transition speed, the air-
craft is fully powered by the piston engine, namely
during its cruise condition.

The sudden change of forces and powers at the
transition speed is explained by the fact that when
the VTOL rotors are switched off and the thrust
contribution is lost, there is a sudden increase in the
aircraft lift in order to overcome the weight and trim
the aircraft. A sudden increase in the aircraft lift is
achieved with a sudden increase in the aircraft angle
of attack, meaning also a sudden increase in the
aircraft drag, thrust required and pusher power.

4. Aircraft Performance Analysis
4.1. Final Configuration and Aircraft Performance
The CAD model with the final configuration for the
aircraft is shown in figure 20.

Figure 20: CAD model with the final configuration
for the aircraft

The VTOL motors are placed at a distance from
the MAD-XR sensor which complies to the require-
ments regarding magnetic interference.

The VTOL motors are placed in such a way that
xR

xR+xF
' 0.67, which is feasible in terms of control

and implies a very small increase in the total power
consumption compared to the configurations asso-
ciated with a minimum total power consumption.

The booms are parallel to the flow, meaning a
smaller aircraft drag increase. Stiffening the struc-
ture, to counter the electric motors’ vibration and
respect the aircraft structural integrity, is achieved
by connecting the VTOL motors to the rest of the
aircraft structure in the way pictured in figure 20.

A final CFD analysis is performed to estimate the
aerodynamic properties of the aircraft. The pres-
ence of the VTOL architecture is finally considered
and, the drag penalties due to its incorporation in
the aircraft can be assessed.

The lift-to-drag ratio and trimmed drag polar are
represented in figure 21. The thrust and ideal power
required are represented in figure 22. The blue lines
correspond to the situation in which no VTOL ar-
chitecture is considered and, the red lines corre-
spond to the situation in which the VTOL archi-
tecture is considered. The observed differences are
explained by the drag increase due to the presence
of the VTOL architecture.

Figure 21: Lift-to-drag ratio for different forward
velocities and trimmed drag polar

Figure 22: Thrust and ideal power for different for-
ward velocities

The final results for this UAV show a lift-to-drag
ratio L/D of 12.19 at the cruise speed of 35 m/s, a
stall speed of 18 m/s and an ideal power required at
cruise condition of 985.8 W. The incorporation of
the VTOL architecture in the UAV implies a L/D
reduction of 21.5% and an ideal power required in-
crease of 21.5% (at cruise conditions) compared to
when no VTOL architecture was considered.

With the VTOL architecture incorporated in the
UAV, the amount of fuel required is 2.45 kg. When
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no VTOL architecture is considered, the amount
of fuel required is 1.93 kg. The inclusion of the
VTOL architecture implies a 26.94% increase in the
amount of fuel required to perform the mission.

4.2. Dynamic Analysis

Figure 23: Evolution of the longitudinal and lateral
eigenvalues with the forward speed before transition

Figure 24: Evolution of the longitudinal and lateral
eigenvalues with the forward speed after transition

The evolution of the aircraft eigenvalues with the
forward speed before and after transition occurs are
plotted in figures 23 and 24, respectively. The longi-
tudinal dynamic modes (short period and phugoid),
as well as the lateral dynamic modes (roll, dutch roll
and spiral) can be identified.

For speeds below 11.2 m/s, the aircraft is unsta-
ble; for speeds above 11.2 m/s, the aircraft is stable.

At cruise speed, the aircraft has the eigenvalues
and flying qualities (FQ) shown in table 5.

Dynamic mode Eigenvalue FQ
Short period -7.1973 ± 4.7067 ·i Level 1

Phugoid -0.0374 ± 0.2250 ·i Level 1
Roll -15.6799 Level 1

Dutch roll -0.3881 ± 3.7924 ·i Level 1
Spiral -0.0094 Level 1

Table 5: Dynamic analysis at cruise speed of 35 m/s

4.3. Possible Improvements to the Design of the
Aircraft

Solutions to improve the design for future versions
of the aircraft are presented: detachable booms in-

stead of fixed booms for the front VTOL motors
and, a tilt rotor instead of the two rear VTOL mo-
tors and pusher engine.

Detachable booms for the front motors

Figure 25: Left image: Configuration in VTOL and
transition. Right image: Configuration in cruise

Fixed boom are used in this first/minimum risk
design, but detachable booms mean less drag and
better aerodynamics in cruise. During VTOL
and transition, front motors and detachable booms
would be in the position shown in the left image
of figure 25. During cruise, the detachable booms
would be collected and front motors would be in the
position shown in the right image of figure 25.

Use of a tilt rotor
Three advantages arise from this approach: bet-

ter aerodynamic performance, maximum speed in-
crease and propulsive system mass reduction.

As for the aerodynamic performance, together
with the solution of detachable booms for the front
VTOL motors, the aircraft in cruise would adopt
a configuration quite similar to what is shown in
figure 13. UAV aerodynamics is improved and fuel
consumption is reduced.

As for the maximum speed of the aircraft, the in-
crease when using a configuration with 1 tilt rotor
and when using a configuration with 2 tilt rotors
instead of the current configuration is determined
for different locations of the rotors. The left and
right images of figure 26 show the results when fixed
booms and when detachable booms are used to ac-
commodate the front VTOL motors, respectively.

Figure 26: Maximum speed increase

Regardless if the booms are fixed or detachable,
when xR

xR+xF
≤ 0.6, a 1 tilt rotor configuration is

preferred to provide the aircraft with a higher max-
imum speed. For other positions of the rotors, all
configurations yield the same maximum speed.
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As for the propulsive system mass, the vari-
ation when using a configuration with 1 tilt rotor
and when using a configuration with 2 tilt rotors in-
stead of the current configuration is determined for
different locations of the rotors. A negative vari-
ation means a mass reduction, whereas a positive
variation means a mass increase.

Figure 27: Mass variation

In terms of achieving the highest mass reduction,
a 1 tilt rotor configuration should be used regard-
less of the positions of the rotors. This mass reduc-
tion can be used to increase the payload or the fuel
amount (range) of the aircraft.

5. Conclusions
5.1. Summary

A new canard fixed-wing VTOL UAV to conduct
MAD operations was designed and developed.

First, using preliminary methods and, later, by
doing CFD analysis, an optimized configuration for
cruise condition was obtained for the aircraft.

After achieving an efficient aircraft configuration
for cruise condition, the definition and implementa-
tion of the VTOL architecture was performed. The
best location for the VTOL motors was determined.

Subsequently, aircraft aerodynamic, stability and
power/fuel consumption characteristics were esti-
mated. The aircraft transition mode and dynamic
stability behaviour were also analysed.

Lastly, solutions for possible improvements in fu-
ture design versions of the aircraft were presented.

5.2. Achievements

The designed aircraft presents a good solution and
balance between all the magnetic interference, aero-
dynamic, stability, power and fuel consumption,
control, structural and vibration issues.

A fuselage capable of carrying the MAD-XR sen-
sor and other internal components at an adequate
distance from the MAD-XR sensor, together with
the lifting surfaces, the vertical fins and the control
surfaces provide adequate aerodynamic and stabil-
ity characteristics to the aircraft. A simple and
suitable VTOL architecture is implemented, after
determining the best location for the VTOL mo-
tors and the best strategy to incorporate the booms.
Transition is modeled and analysed. The drag and
fuel consumption increase due to the presence of the
VTOL architecture is estimated.

5.3. Future Work/Recommendations
Future work/recommendations include: ground and
flight testing of a proof of concept (to validate the
current design of the aircraft and identify issues
to be improved in future design versions), use of
folding propellers (to reduce drag, noise and vibra-
tion of a propeller while not in use), use of mag-
netic shielding techniques/materials and prevention
of magnetic contamination during aircraft manufac-
turing, assembly and tooling.
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